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Vicente fernandez biografia resumida

By talking about Mexican music, especially Mariakis, we can't prevent the name Vicente Fernandez (February 17, 1940) from resonating in our heads. All his compositions and performances were recorded on every continent, not just his home country of Mexico. Guadalajareño's passion extended to other areas of art, such as acting and production, which
vicente Fernandez's autobiography will tell you. Don't wait any longer and keep reading about this mariachi! Vicente Fernandez's biography, formed by Ramon Fernandez Baba and Paula Gomez, is from Tepatitlan, where they met and began their relationship. But because rancher Ramon got a better job at the Huentitan El Alto colony in Halisco, he soon
had to change his residence. It was in this town on February 17, 1940, that Paula gave birth to a child called Vicente Fernandez Gomez. Vicente's upbringing came at full peace of mind in Huentitan El Alto, but the family later experienced economic difficulties that required the cooperation of a small man. This is how he began to conduct various transactions
that were not difficult but he became aware of the work from an early age. What do you know...? At the age of eight, Vicente started out self-edmatically on guitar techniques, and his dream was to be like Pedro Inante. This Mexican singer and actor's film was a favorite of Cente when his family called him. Vicente listened to his country's music as he fulfilled
his deal. Soon the rancher began to like him in a certain way; Not only did I want to hear them, I wanted to sing. His parents noticed the child's potential in his voice, so he encouraged him to participate in a local competition he won at age 14. It seemed trivial, but that small victory was the urge for Chente to dare to sing the famous song in public. Weddings,
family events and restaurants were frequent places for Fernandez to showcase his vocal talents, and he also began receiving small income, and he finished selling tequila lettuce he made with his father. In 1960, Mariachi had the opportunity to run a program in his hometown of Hallisco, in the city of Guadalajara, named La Calandria Musical at the age of
20.  Thanks to his flawless performance on stage, the owner of a typical Mexican food place called El Amaneser Tapatio, located in Mexico City, Contact him. Vicente Fernandez noticed all the possibilities he had to develop his artistic skills in the Mexican capital, and he thought changing his residence was the best option, so he settled in D.F. and knew what
he knew? The decision was strengthened after Vicente's mother, Paula Gomez, died in 1963 after losing her battle with cancer. After working for El Amaneser Tapatio, a similar opportunity touched the door of an early mariachi: it was an invitation to work in a cabaret called El Sarafera, where he began to earn a fixed salary for his performance as a singer. In
1964, some of the Mexican music groups were already looking for recognized talent within Mexican restaurants, so he was only a short time away. Pepe Mendoza was one of those interested in knowing vicente Cente Fernandez's vocal potential and included him in mariachi Amaneser's row. Felipe Arriaga was fascinated by the Mexican voice of the lyric
tenor. It began this way when José Luis Aguilar's Mariachi and Mariachi Amaneser began the involvement of the great Vicente Fernandez, who began to sound louder on the Mexican artistic spectrum. What do you know...? Jose Luis Aguilar did not limit himself to the professional field and developed a friendship with Vicente that lasted for several years. To
further increase his popularity, Vicente Fernandez presented at a local station named XEX-AM. This happened in 1965, when the ranch was again a favorite genus of Mexicans after a small terrible event. Of course, this was also a preference for the career of a singer who didn't stop singing in small performances. A year later, in 1966, Vicente performed his
first show at Teatro Blancita, one of Mexico's most popular. After this presentation, a Sony Music executive (who was then called CBS Mexico) suggested signing an extended contract throughout his career. In 1967, he announced his first studio musical production under the name The Voice You Expect.  Vicente Fernandez Como's integration was clear,
Vicente Fernandez's voice was well received within the Mexican public, shortly after releasing another album that ran with the same luck: The King's Word in 1968, and Vicente Fernandez (El Remedio) was Nee's first in self-defense a year later. What do you know...? One of his promotional themes, Back, Back, His fame came from the Mexican border and
reached the public in Latin America, Europe and the United States. By the 1980s, Vicente Fernandez's reputation had hardened into a musical spectrum. Among the most outstanding works of that era we cannot comment on the 15 numbers and grand 1, which earned more than a million copies sold worldwide. Hits such as the aforementioned album and
more hits (edited) were released to the public in 1983. However, these were not mexico's only music productions. Two Hearts was released in 1987, a collaboration between the famous American singer and actor Vicki Carr. For your love, in 1989, it was another record that helped him increase his reputation. In addition, it has become a nation of despite
passing through several generations. What do you know...? Because of your love, he was born as the inspiration for Love Slide, where his former artistic director, Federico Mendes, was. Vicente Fernandes' career has undoubtedly been one of the most outstanding. The insanity or the no-personal issues or incidents that could damage his reputation are
another strength mexico has been able to take care of. To celebrate the '90s, Fernandez presented a classic by José Alfredo Jimenez, until he consolidated his place in ranch music. In 1992 he introduced to the public a year later that Rasima remembered Ross Poncho in 1994, my soul ached in 1995, his songs in 1996 and the strange character that was
immediately inherited by the Ivory Statue in 1997. Later, in 1999, Vicente Fernandez toured to promote another album, Los Dandis' hit song, released that year.  For its part, the early 2000s did not change the nuances for this great mariachi. That same year he starred along with The Wounded Wolf, but two years later he will celebrate an important goal in his
musical career that will be reflected in the name of his next album, but the 35th anniversary, lara's best, the the second in relation to renowned composer Agustin Lara. Among the most important albums of Vicente Fernandez's art career we can mention forever, The First Row (completely live), I Need You, Vicente Fernandez, Mexico from Mexico (live
equally, one of the most historic concerts of his career), love you the most and another.  What do you know...? Within his estate, called Los Tres Potrillos, Vicente Fernandez created his own space. An ideal stadium for the car, called Vicente Fernández Gómez, it has a capacity of more than 11,000 people. In February 2012, in particular, Fernandez
announced that he would retire from music, even as he and his son Vicente Fernandez announced the production of a new album in April of the same year. The album is named Los Dos Vicentes, and the performance sparked the euphoria of his followers and his son. In 2016, however, Fernandez confirmed that he would perform his last concert at Azteca
Stadium on April 16. What do you know...? During the performance, Fernandez performed about 45 songs. In case his outstanding involvement in the world of awards and music with other aspects of Vicente Fernandez is not enough, Vicente Fernandez has also dabbled in advanced engagement and other art fields. In the 1970s, he took command of Yail
Tapatias and shared with Isabel Soto Ramarina and Lucha Villa. Lola Beltran was another of her colleagues while participating in Homenajes, which was flooded with interviews and duet songs with a variety of shows. What do you know...? Both audiovisual productions were part of a deal with Vicente Fernandez and Televisa. His film debut was in the hands
of Taco Al Carbon, who played Constantio Rojas Rodriguez. Five years later he starred in La Rey del Monte and played the role of MacRovio Arrieta. But this was the beginning of the wide cinematography of the old Maeto of Juan Charasqueado and Gavino Barrera, Nizhananian Juana, Acoralardo, Matar O'Morier, El Macho, El Cuatrero, Portu Moodo, there
are two, El Tahur, Como Mexico, in a film that can emphasize God.  On Vicente Fernandez's music career, we should mention that his album Para Seapre is worthy of diamond discs and Mexican gold discs, as his album Para SiemFre led the world charts with more than 550,000 copies sold during the promotion. However, the success of this production was
not limited to Mexico, since it acquired diamond discs in Colombia. His live album, recorded at Arena VFG, awarded double platinum and gold records in his home country, expanded to Platinum Records in Colombia, and was recognized as a double gold and platinum record in Middle America and the United States. In this perception, it became clear that the
theme composed by Vicente Fernandez was not only part of a memorable Mexican repertoire, but also a theme from around the world. For all this, 7 Grammy Awards add up for him The Ranch Music, Univision Music Awards, Lo Nuestro Awards, and Youth Awards further confirm the success of the industry. In 2002, he was recognized as the Latin
Recording Academy's Person of the Year. The LGTBI community also demonstrated an honorary award for the sponsorship of Mexican singers in 2012. He married Maria del Refugio Cookieta Abarca Villaseñor on December 27, 1963, shortly after the death of Vicente Fernandez's mother, whom he met while living in Guadalajara. As a result of this
relationship, Charo had three children: Erardo, Alejandro, Vicente and Alejandra, the latter an adopted girl. If Vicente Fernandez is one of his favorite singers, you're wanting to hear this role!: Another featured biography: Vicente Fernandez's biography taught us about the great singer's beginnings and careers. If you have met your expectations, leave us the
same and share this article with your friends!  
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